FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
Jacobinism was in fact made possible only by the absence, or
at least the complete ineffectiveness, of any organized Liberal
force capable of exercising a moderating influence, and this
helplessness in action came from the lack of any coherent
doctrine with which to meet a crisis. The weakness of French
Liberalism had been to be perpetually negative, to be opposed
to this regime or to that legislation, not in virtue of a clear
positive principle but more in defence of some interest, or
tradition even, which appeared to be threatened. As Michel
points out again and again in his Idee de UJLtat^ there was no
definite Liberal philosophy,1 no clear conception of individual
rights valid equally for all classes and individuals. There were
indeed on one side plenty of so-called " Liberals " in the sense
of foes to State regulation of economic life, defenders of private
property against taxation, champions of the " freedom of the
Church," 2 but scarcely anyone advocated complete freedom
of association, including trade unions, or of speech, including
" subversive " propaganda, or suggested a drastic limitation
of the power of the police or of the prefet. On the other side,
liberty was no less invoked by those who were prepared to
interfere with the private rights of thousands of Catholics,
to close churches and monasteries, on the ground that " no
freedom is due to those that deny freedom.'' Thus what went
by the name of Liberalism was an uneasy half-hearted attitude;
either it gave a blank cheque to la raison d'etat^ and consisted,
in usual practice, in opposing legislation by a popularly elected
Parliament and accepting every high-handed act of the execu-
tive, or it reluctantly consented to an anti-clericalism of which
it only half approved, given either through fear of being
dubbed a friend of the priests or through a very natural
reluctance to break with allies made in the never-to-be-
forgotten war on behalf of Dreyfus.3
1	Except that of Renouvier, according to Michel (see infra),
2	" O Liberte, que de sophismes on commettait en ton nom! Peut-on
vraiment mettre sur le m£me plan, appeler du m6me nom, rinviolable respect
des consciences et la resistance de la fortune qui se refuse aux commandements
du devoir social? " (Guy-Grand, Confiit des Idles, p. 102).
3	Halevy gives a vivid description of this dilemma in Apologie four notre
PassL
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